Transient enzyme-substrate recognition monitored by real-time NMR.
Slow protein folding processes during which kinetic folding intermediates occur for an extended time can lead to aggregation and dysfunction in living cells. Therefore, protein folding helpers have evolved, which prevent proteins from aggregation and/or speed up folding processes. In this study, we present the structural characterization of a long-living transient folding intermediate of RNase T1 (S54G/P55N) by time-resolved NMR spectroscopy. NMR resonances of this kinetic folding intermediate could be assigned mainly by a real-time 3D BEST-HNCA. These assignments were the basis to investigate the interaction sites between the protein folding helper enzyme SlyD(1-165) (SlyD*) from Escherichia coli (E. coli) and this kinetic intermediate at a residue resolution. Thus, we investigated the Michaelis-Menten complex of this enzyme reaction, because the NMR data acquisition was performed during the actual catalysis. The interaction surface of the transient folding intermediate is restricted to a region around the peptidyl-prolyl bond (Y38-P39), whose isomerization is catalyzed by SlyD*. The interaction surface regarding SlyD* extends from specific amino acids of the FKBP domain forming the peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans-isomerase active site to almost the entire IF domain. This illustrates an effective interplay between the two functional domains of SlyD* to facilitate protein folding catalysis.